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Humà Design + Architecture
The Beatles Revolution Lounge
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA

Gianluca Milesi Architecture
Gianluca Milesi can point to years of
experience gained on the job with internationally renowned designers such as
Peter Eisenmann and Vittoriano Vigano.
Milesi’s current work reveals an artistic
slant and a multidisciplinary approach to
architecture. He takes a particular interest in 21st-century digital culture and
technology, two areas that are an obvious
part of his stylistic signature. His office
– previously in New York but now located in Milan – has produced a number of
projects for public buildings, parks and
interiors. Research, digital experimentation and international competitions are
also crucial facets of his work.
Highlights of his career to date are
participation in the Venice Biennale
2000 and a solo exhibition – Spaced Out,
Gianluca Milesi, Architectural Exercises
– which was held in Florence in 2003.
Milesi contributes to several architecture
magazines and is the coauthor of New
York: The Gap, a guidebook on contemporary architecture in New York. He is
the curator of the architectural section
of Multimedia: International Festival
of Electronic Culture, an annual event
held in Milan at Hangar Bicocca. Milesi’s
practice is presently involved in the
design and construction of residential
and industrial buildings, as well as commercial interior projects in Italy.

Information
Client: Marco Cattaneo, Stefano Ricci
and Sergio Zappella
Engineer: Stefano Landi (EOS)
Manufacturers: Impresa Tiziano Novelli
and Saturnia
Maximum capacity: 120 seats
Total floor area (m 2): 350
Total cost (C): 300,000
Duration of construction: 5 months
Opening: September 2006
Designer
Gianluca Milesi Architecture
Via Pancaldo 4
20129 Milan
Italy
T: +33 02 201 352
info@science-architecture.com
www.science-architecture.com
Project
a_mi bar
Via Piero e Alberto Pirelli 14
20100 Milan
Italy
T: +39 02 6427 499
info@amibar.it
www.amibar.it
Tue - Sun: 11 am - 2 am
ABOVE: Cellophane project | Glass Museum
in Taiwan | Museum in Castelmola | House for
Porsche desert | Mixed Media Installation in
Milan | Temporary Store in Porto Cervo

‘The inspiration for
Revolution began with
The Beatles’ message of
love, but the atmosphere
is a modern twist on
their era of freedom’
Jean-Francois Bouchard
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The Beatles Revolution Lounge

As part of a Beatles-centric master plan,
in December 2006 the Mirage Hotel in Las
Vegas introduced The Beatles Revolution
Lounge. Cirque du Soleil’s Love show
– with its exclusively Beatles soundtrack
– opened six months prior, and Revolution
is meant to offer patrons ‘an extended
experience before and after the show’.
Text by Tim Groen
Photography by Westley Myles

‘The inspiration for Revolution began
with The Beatles’ message of love, but
the atmosphere is a modern twist on
their era of freedom, self-expression and
free love,’ says Jean-Francois Bouchard,
creative director of the Cirque du Soleil
Experience. To turn the message of love
into something as concrete as a commercially viable bar, Bouchard called on
various creative teams and individuals,
most of whom are part of Cirque du
Soleil’s extended family.
Nol van Genuchten, lighting designer for
many of the organization’s stage projects,
recalls that everything fell into place
once the team realized that ‘revolution’
spelled backwards contains the word
‘love’. They adopted Love/Revolution
as the core concept, using it in the logo,
as well as in a sculptural banquette.
Although Humà Design + Architecture,
under the direction of Stéphanie Cardinal, was responsible for the architectural
design, van Genuchten stresses that everyone involved was encouraged to collaborate and that all creative disciplines
fed one another.
Visitors enter the venue through The
Abbey Road Bar, which is open 24/7. The
large letter-shaped banquette leads to
the main entrance of the lounge, which
is open from six in the evening until
four in the morning. ‘It was clear that
we didn’t want a museum-type experience,’ says van Genuchten. ‘Instead of
displaying memorabilia and treating The
Beatles like relics, we focused on what
they stood for.’
Central to the lounge is a large column
that continues the ‘Lucy in the Sky with
Diamonds’ theme featured in walls and
ceiling made of steel panels that create
the illusion of being inside a diamond.
Van Genuchten filled the ‘cracks’
between facets with 35,000 pieces of dichroic acrylic suspended on bead chains.
The result – a spectacular panorama of

An overview of the Revolution bar shows a complex lighting treatment designed by Nol Van Genuchten
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glittery, multicoloured reflections – was
intended to be low-tech and in tune with
the late ’60s, the heyday of The Beatles,
rather than a computer-programmed
light show. Elsewhere, however, modern
technology encourages patrons to ‘finger
draw’ on tables that are actually interactive screens. The artwork they create is
projected on the main column; as images
accumulate throughout the evening,
light radiating from the column changes
from blank white to pink.
Another shared experience takes place in
a rest room where signs for ‘ladies’ and
‘gentlemen’ direct guests to one side or
the other of a large column, to the rear of
which is a single communal space. Unisex toilets are hardly what one expects
in corporately managed Las Vegas, and
van Genuchten admits to perpetrating an
intentional mindfuck. He laughs when
recalling the surprised faces of visitors
anticipating privacy and suddenly facing
members of the opposite sex around a
large fountain. According to the designers, the spirit of freedom and love is
incompatible with separate facilities, and
the relaxed attitude of The Beatles era is
entirely appropriate in this context.
Moment Factory, a new media-arts
and entertainment studio based in
Montreal, was commissioned to create
three mixed-media installations. One
stands at the entrance to The Abbey Road
Bar. Another, which is nearly 20 m long,
stands behind the main Revlution Bar,
setting the tone for the entire project. A
third, featuring LCD-screen portholes –
a reference to ‘Yellow Submarine’ – is in
the hallway. Sakchin Bessette, principal
of Moment Factory, explains: ‘We designed a bas-relief wall pattern on which
we hand painted in black and white to
enhance the contrast and to heighten the
period, pop feel.’ Animations created in
collaboration with Jean Sebastien Baya of
Le Bureau Officiel draw inspiration from
decades-old psychedelic graphics yet do
not look dated. The idea was to reflect
the ’60s throughout the project, says
Bessette, ‘but always with a contemporary feel’.

Top left: The smaller capacity Abbey Road bar forms the entrance to the larger Revolution lounge.
Top right: Moment Factory from Montreal created the entrance wall decorated with Beatles song titles.
Bottom left: Behind the bar in the hallway the LCD screen portholes are a reference to ‘Yellow Submarine’.
Bottom right: Custom leather banquettes built inside the word “Revolution.”
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Floor Plan: 01. BAR | 02. Lounge | 03. Lavatories | 04. DJ Booth
Top: Seating area in the main lounge.
Bottom: Four LCD portholes with infinity screens are an integral part of an elaborate animated
projection behind the bar.
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Humà Design + Architecture
Humà Design + Architecture, which was
established in 1999 as Hylo design et architecture, was renamed in 2006. Humà
is the Catalan word for ‘human’. This
young team of creatives is interested in
people’s wellbeing, to which they attempt
to contribute through innovative ideas
and an approach that is exclusive and
personal. They speak of ‘designing spaces
and transforming matter’ as activities that lead to buildings and interiors
closely adapted to specific users, whose
comfort and satisfaction are top priority.
At the outset of each commission, they
look for the soul of the project by investigating everything relevant to its location:
history, users, materials and passions.

Information
Client: Cirque du Soleil, MGM Mirage
and Apple
Director of creation: Jean-François
Bouchard
Consultants: Nol van Genuchten (lighting), Moment Factory (installations, projection), Billy Keys (interactive tables)
and Forcenu (graphic design)
Manufacturer: William (furniture)
Maximum capacity: 400 guests
Total floor area (m 2): 750
Duration of construction: 6 months
Opening: December 2006
Designer
Humà Design + Architecture
305 Bellechasse Street, Suite 200
Montreal, Quebec H2S 1W9
Canada
T: +1 514 2743 883
F: +1 514 2742 092
www.humadesign.com
Project
The Beatles Revolution Lounge
Mirage Las Vegas
3400 Las Vegas Boulevard South
Las Vegas, NV 89109
USA
T: +1 702 692 8383
info@thebeatlesrevolutionlounge.com
www.thebeatlesrevolutionlounge.com
Mon - Sun: 6 pm - 4 am

ABOVE: Lowneys 1 & 2 | Vadeboncoeur resedence
Bar du Bout du Monde | Circus Boutique
Lake Mirabel | Bar Zumanity
PHOTOGRAPHY: Jean-phillipe Myre | Mathieu
Poirier | Humá Design + Architecture

‘To go along with the
female-friendly menu,
we implemented the
sculptural horn backbar display and chose
lavender glass, smoky
mirrors and low lighting’
Lionel Ohayon

